plan for Iran's fisheries, including, estimation of fish resources, breeding and propagation of cold and warm water fishes, game fishing, management of catchment areas, impacts of dams, power plants and other industrial and agricultural activities. Iran's role in the meeting at Ramsar, on the Caspian, which led to the convention on wetlands of international importance in 1971, probably influenced young Zia's decision to study the waters of the Anzali wetlands. He continued his efforts despite the many difficulties which followed the events of 1979.
Zia Ziaie took a Master's degree in Agriculture and Animal Husbandry from Tehran University, Iran and another Master's degree in Environmental Resources from Salford University, U.K. The young Zia thus transmitted the creative impulse of Professor William Kershaw, Mike Pugh Thomas, and Stan Frost into the wider world in a way which was entirely in line with Kershaw's hopes for ecology. The older Zia showed that his convictions -Salford's working principles -had not left him. He was respected by his colleagues for his sincerity and genuine love of nature. He had a philosophical approach to life, with an interest in the Sufi tradition. His family and friends paid homage to his life by organising a memorial service with a reading from Hafiz accompanied by flute, (instead of the regular prayer service in a mosque). He was a vegetarian and wrote poetry. His gravestone is inscribed with his own poem (see below Figure) .
He is survived by his wife, Sheila, daughters, Parjheen and Paeeze and son, Pujhan. He will be remembered for his contribution to environmental education in Iran.
Translation of Verses on gravestone:
One was and one was not All left, and (there was) Silence! One left and by his departure verses took shape Departure conveyed a meaning, (even if) the shadow was left alone One person lives, another dies A notebook closes, much remains unsaid One, without others, in search of Someone, dies And some in search of someone, with everyone, remain Words are born, and words die Spoken and unspoken verses remain Persons (together), remain Alone … die
The verses are very difficult to translate both because of the nature of Persian and because of their character, which is touched with mysticism. The meaning may be that in silence and death and alone-ness, there is meaning and permanence. To survive, human beings may perhaps think they need each other and to be together, but the real meaning is in silence and departure or absence and in words which are unspoken. The verses show the paradox of death and ask what conveys meaning -speech or silence? The paradox is that the Intangible is often more powerful, and more real, than the tangible. Human beings may be comforted by their numbers for survival, but a lone spirit is perhaps as powerful as death or departure or an unspoken word.
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